
 

  

 

Winter Church Scene Card 

SUPPLIES: 
 
Frantic Stamper Die - Winter Church Card Panel  
(FRA9285) 
Sue Wilson – Festive Collection Snowflake 
Border/Corner/ Tag set (CED 301) 
Creative Expressions Stamp Set Peace on Earth (CEC727) 
3/4” circle punch or Nellie’s Multi-Frame Die circle (MFD 
058) 
Stick Back Foam (FS001) 
Navy Blue, Light Blue  and White Card Stock 
Dark Blue Ink  (CA11) 
Creative Expressions - Blending Smoothie sponge  
(CESMOOTH) 
3-D foam strips 2 mm (723899) 
Cosmic Shimmer Diamond Sprinkles (CSJ02) 
Cosmic Shimmer Glitter Jewels - White Ice (CSJ08) 
Marianne Jewels (blue/clear)  (JU0938) 
Cosmic Shimmer Specialist Acrylic Glue (CSF02)30ml 
(CSF03)125ml 

 
 
 

 
1. Cut Navy Blue cardstock to measure 7” x 10” and score at 5” to create card base.  
2. Cut light blue cardstock  to 6 3/4” x 4 ¾”and attach to front of  base card . 
3. Cut 3 sheets of white card stock measuring  4” x 5 ¼” 
4. Use 2 of the sheets and die cut two scene layers. 
5. Use the remaining piece of card stock to create the background scene. 
6. Use a piece of cello tape to attach the ¾ inch circle into a position that will show as the moon when 

the scene is placed on top (I put it behind the church showing through the trees. 
7. Use your blending sponge and use grey ink followed by light blue and darker blue inks.  I started 

on the moon itself and then moving to the edge of the paper. You only have to create a sky for the 
upper half of the card. 

8. Cover the bottom part of the card with double sided sticky tape/sheet. 
9. Attach one scene layer to the coloured sky by adding some glue to the back of the scene and peel 

back the protective layer from the double sided tape. 
10. Glitter the bottom of the design using the diamond sprinkles. 
11. Add foam strips to the back of the second layer around the frame.  Use foam tabs to the back of the 

design in larger areas and you will need to cut some of the foam tabs in ½ and add to other parts 
of the design. 

12. Carefully place the 2nd layer on top of the first. 
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13.  Lace a piece of the double sided tape to a piece of white card stock and die cut only the bottom  

left and right pieces. 
14. Peel back the protective layer and add the iced snow. 
15. Place foam tabs to the back of these pieces and place inside the frame.  
16.  Cut a piece of blue card measuring 4 ¾ x 6 ¾”. 
17. Cut an opening into the blue card measuring 3.5” x 4 ¾” (This means 1 cm from the top and both 

sides and 3cm from the bottom) 
18. Attach the background and scene layer to the 5 x 7 card using double sided tape. To ensure it is 

placed in the appropriate spot I placed it on the card and then placed the blue frame over it.  I then 
adjusted the frame and scene to that it was evenly spaced on the card and within the frame.  I then 
carefully removed the blue frame and marked the background card in the corners with a pencil so 
that I could add tape to the scene and then place in the area marked. 

19. Place foam strips to the back of the blue frame.  Place the foam strips just inside the outside edge. 
This will allow the frame to be supported by the scene layer (inside edge) and the foam strips 
(outside edge). 

20. Peel back the protective layers and place the frame on top of the scene layers. 
21. Stamp a Christmas greeting onto the snowflake tag and emboss with silver embossing powder. 
22. Attach the tag to the bottom of the card and decorate with the two jewels. 
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